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THE CRUST AND UPPER HAKTLE BEHEATH SOUTHEAST

AUSTRALIA

J.R. Cleary

Australian National University

' Results from a number of seismic experiments in southeast
Australia have been collated. It is possible to reconcile the apparent
discrepancies betiveen them, and the model thus obtained has a two-layer
crust varying in thickness from about 30 kn at the eastern continental
margin to about t̂O km beneath the Snowy Mountains, with B^, Pg and Pn

velocities of 6.0, 6.6 and 7.9 kn/s. The P-j and Pn velocities in this model
are significantly lower than those obtained in the shield area to the
west of the region, although there does not seem to be any significant
variations in crustal thickness. Surface nave and station delay studies
indicate that these differences persist to a considerable depth in the
upper mantle.
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TOE SKISKICITY OF NBV SOUTH WALES

L. Drake -

Macquarie University, N.S.W.

Kiverview College Observatory in Lane Cove has been recording
ground notion in the neighbourhood of Sydney froa earthquakes since
19O9» The largest ground motion measured in this time has been of half-
amplitude 500 microns and of period approximately 1 sec. There have been
six earthquakes in New South nales in this time of Wood-Anderson magnitude
5»5 °r greater. Two of these occurred in the Dalton-Gunning region and
two occurred near the southern and western boundaries of the Sydney Basin.
Sydney itself and the South Coast of Hew South Wales have been irach less
seismic than these two regions. However, in evaluation of seismic risk
even in less seismic regions, allowance must be cade for faults, ground with
poor bearing capacity and potential landslide areas.
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SKISMICITY AMD EARTHQUAKE RISK IN SASTEKH AUSTRALIA .

A GEOLOGICAL APPRECIATION OF THS SKISKICITY OF TKB SOUTHERN

POfiTIOH OF THE SYDNEY BASIH

N.H. Gray

Metro. Water Board, N.S.W.

A network of Benioff seismograph stations has been operated
by the Sydney Water Board since 1958 to monitor the seiemicity of the
Sydney area, to determine how this might be affected by the storages
of large dams, and to evaluate the seismic risk in design and construction
of large civil engineering structures. The seismic records are inter-
preted for the Board by the Department of Geophysics at the Australian
National University.

During this period, two large earthquakes of magnitude 5»5
have occurred near Robertson - the Robertson Earthquake in 1961 and one
in 197? near the southern end of stored waters in Burragoreag Valley of
harragamba Dam. It is suggested that this latter earthquake be called
"Hie Burragorang Earthquake". The preferred mechanism for the Robertson
Earthquake is for movement to have taken place along a high angle reverse
fault striking N3O°E with the west side moving upwards and to.the south.
The preferred mechanises for the Burragorang Earthquake is a strike-slip
fault striking N6°E with the east side moving south. Both these avents
can be explained by a high horizontal, north-south stress field. This
direction of stress is roughly at right angles to that which formed the
Sydney Basin and its structures,and suggests that the present movements
are along these old basement structures but in a different direction to
the original movement.

The Burragorang Earthquake caused no damage to any of the Board's
structures< The only recorded temporary effects were some increases in
drainage flows at Cordeaux, Avon and Nepean Cams and possibly in the
Nepean Tunnel.

At the time of the Robsrtson Earthquake, the return period of
M5.5 earthquake would liave been at least 150 years, but with the Burragorang
Earthquake only 12 years later on a probably contemporaneous structure, the
return period could be much less. However, large earthquakes have been
far too few for a proper assessment to be made. For both these earthquakes,
the acceleration in Sydney has been assessed as between 0.006 and 0.01g;
areas closer to the epicentres would have experienced higher acceleration.
All recent structures as in the Shoalhaven Catchment Area, have been designed
for an acceleration of O.ig. It might be noted that the older dams did not
incorporate aseismic design specifically though the actual design was
such that an aseismic component was not necessary.

Assuming that all the seismic events, no matter what magnitude,
ar-i of equal importance and validity, these events all appear to be in
specific areas or zones even allowing for the inherent inaccuracies of
computation of the epicentres due to the small magnitudes of most of the



events. These zones, although subject to several possible interpretations,
follow major lineation systems in rocks of odd-Palaeozoic, Upper Carboniferous
and the Sydney Basin and appear to define the basement structural pattern
and control of the Sydney Basia.

The Board is concerned as to deformation of the Sydney Basin which
night cause engineering problems to its structures. To this end, precise
surveys in line are being considered to te carried out regularly across toany
of the seismic zones from near the proposed Welcome Reef Cam to the coast a
little north of Coalcliff.
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AFTERSHOCKS AMD TECTONICS BELATED TO PICTON EARTHQUAKE

T. Fitch

Australian National University

Movement on either a buried thrust or strike-slip fault gave
rise to the Ficton earthquake. Its focus is about 15 km beneath the
western edge of the Burragorang Valley (about 30 km northwest of Picton).

Aftershocks are concentrated east to southeast of the main
shock. Their relocations relative to the main shock reveal a circular
shaped region of high activity centred about 3 km from the main shock.
Axes of maximum coapressive stress for either mechanism solution are
horizontal and trend northeast. It should be noted that horizontal
compressive axes are reported from solutions to earthquakes in Western
Australiai in other parts of the Indian Ocean plate and in interior regions
of other major plates.
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EFFECTS OF THS 1973 PICTON AKD (miSR EAJ»HQPAKKS

IN EASTERN AUSTRALIA

D. Dsnham, B.K.R.

The earthquakes of eastern Australia tend to take place in the
eastern highlands and coastal regions. Although they result from regional
stress in the crust the cause of the stress is not knows. The epicentres
do not fall into a pattern, but are widely diffused, uith a few localized
"nests" of earthquakes^ H&ere the activity rises above the regional level.
The most consistently active area is the Daltcn-Gunning zone about; 50 !<m
north of Canberra and several earthquakes causing dacage to structures
have taken place there in the last 50 years.

Since 1900 no earthquakes having magnitudes greater than 6 (KL)
have been recorded from eastern Australia and all the earthquake damage
has been caused by shocks in 5-6 magnitude range. On average, nearly one
earthquake of magnitude 5 or greater occurs each year in this region.
Isoseismal maps are presented to indicate typical effects from t:aose shocks.

The most recent earthquake to cause damage was the Burragorang
or Picton earthquake of March, 1973- This earthquake was felt over an area
of about 60 000 kn and light damage took place over a wide area ( 'tOCO kc2).
Most of the structures damaged were very old (sometiaiea more than 100 years).
Minor damage was caused to plaster-work and to the tcpiss of chian-sye where
the heat from the fires had destroyed the adhesive properties of the cenent.

No reports were received of complete chimneys breaking at the
roof level and only one instance is known (at the Viocllongong Glasis Works)
of significant damage to stock inside hotels, shops or warehouses. The
maximum intensity experienced was about MM VI and the total damage amounted
to about S300 000.



SOME STHUCTURAL PAMAGS CAPSZP BY THE 1973 PICTOW EARTHQUAKE

R.J. Dayeh

Australian Building Hesearcb Establishment

/
Four building^ reported to have been damaged by the earthquake

in Robertson were inspected three days'after the event.

nere taken of the apparent structural damage.
Selected elides made of these photographs are presented and the

damage described.
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EARTHQUAKE. ITS IMPACT ON IHSSBAHCB

J.A. Botta

Crusader Insurance of Australia



Symposium of Seismicity and Earthquake Risk in Eartern Australia

BMR Canberra, Wednesday 5 December 1973

Earthquake; - It's Impact on Insurance

/ 3. A. BOTTfi

Crusadar Insurance Company of Australia Limited

1. Earthquake - An International Problem

2. The strength of the World Wide Insurance Market

i

2. The Awakening tc Earthquake Damage in Australia

4r Earthquake in Australia and their effect on Insurance

5. Extent of Cover Granted by Insurers

6. Cost of Earthquake Insurance in Australia

7. Availability of Reinsurance Protection

8-» Eorthquoke-Lisbiliticn

Earthquake Liabilities - What could it cost the Insurance Market



SSISKOffECTOHICS OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA

AKD EARTHQUAKE THSHD5

by

Ian C.F. Stewart

Department of Economic Geology
University of Adelaide

Earthquake strain release naps are commonly used to delineate
seismicity and calculate risk factors. This approach is of limited use
due to the non-stationarity of rate of earthquake occurrence and the fact
that it does not take into account the interdependence in tine and space
of epicenters. A core rigorous method is suggested by plate tectonic
studies, whereby events occuring along one- section of a zone of fracturing
may be expected to affect activity along adjacent sections of faulting.

It has been shorn in the Aleutians and elsewhere that large
events have a greater probability of occurring in seisnacity gaps than
in regions of recent activity. This suggests that strain release and
recurrence relations are useful for describing past activity and outlining
active areas generally, but of little use in predicting events in a specific
region. In South Australia an attempt has been made to define seismicity
in terms of several linear zones of crystal shearing. There is insufficient
data to give accurate recurrence formulae for localized areas of interest.
However, as in California, the space-time occurrence of larger events ia
South Australia suggests that patterns may occur which are possibly of some
use in indicating future risk areas.
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THE KDKN FAULT AMD ITS EFFECT OH THE

DEVELOPl-li^T OF ADELAIDE

J. Selby

S.A. Department of Mines

The 195^ Adelaide earthquakes served to focus awareness of
possible seismic effects on local civil engineering structures*

The epicentre of this tremor was traced to the Eden Fault which
forms the inland boundary of the coastal plain area now almost fully
occupied by the city.

An investigation to delineate the fault line by geophysical
means was carried out in 1963. Subsequently the site of a proposed
multi-story medical centre was moved away frost the fault zone.

Department of Nines officers now report on all projected subdivisions
in hills and foothills areas with particular reference to slope stability
in the event of a seismic tremor .
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yBOGBJiSS REPORT ON SSISMIC ZON1HG

IK AUSTRALIA

S. Underwood

Hydro Electricity Conaaission

Tasmania

Seismic zoning attempts to coapress all available information
about 6ei6iaic hazard into a cingle quantity which varies broadly over
the country. A main use is in conjunction with an earthquake - resistant
design code. Australia is d_e facto zone zero as ordinary design doesn't
consider earthquake effects at ill, and our attempt at zoning amounts to
pointing out the (probably fev., small) areas where soze resistance ought
to be built into ordinary designs. Special structures deserve special
consideration of risk and different uses will desand different zoning naps,
based nevertheless on the ease seismicity data.

We propose to zone on the basis of seismic risk maps. Bisk is
a relation between some characteristic oZ strong shaking and return period.
Shaking increases with earthquake size, but large events may have return
periods longer than the design life of ordinary structures, and these
opposing tendencies show in the gradient of th« risk relation. We propose
to map 50 year peak acceleration, velocity and Intensity, as well as
studying the gradients. Risk maps, like seisndcity maps, peak where there
are lots of earthquakes, but shaking which extends to some distance is
also important, for example, Darwin will have a risk value due to big
fianda Sea events.

Loss of precise knowledge of structural behaviour in return for
the simplicity of a single zone number is no more important than the lack
of precision in the empirical correlations between ground motion and
magnitude, distance,and depth. (iVe propose to leave out cf our discussion
the effect-of-ground which forms the subject of slcrozonation). In Australia
we do not have the observations to make our own correlations, this is a field
ripe for research. But simply gathering seismicity into catalogues is also
very worth doing. Catalogues are even shorter than the lives of structures,
60 we have hazardous extrapolations to the return periods of interest.
Geological data and even hunches about what faults are active, have to be
incorporated, the weight to be given these data increases with the detail
of the geological study. Catalogues are also biassed because they miss
little events but seldom miss big ones. The estimates of shaking at long
return periods is biassed high. Vie ought to check for completeness with
second order satistics and be ruthless about minimum cagnitude.

Two methods for risk are being used in Australia. Cornells'
offers an analytic passage from seismicity to risk and is adapted for
detailed site studies. Assumptions and geology are earily inserted but
it is a bit easy to loose sight of the deficiencies of catalogues. For
napping at a grid of sites, Milne and Davenports' method is more convenient.
Ground motion for every event is calculated and the statistical distribution
of this quantity is studied. The trouble is that there is no direct way to
incorporate any data beyond the catalogue. As it ought to be, the required
extrapolation to longer return periods is obviously unreliable.

Results to date from Kevin McCue and myself are, for 50 year
return period: Hastings, Vic. 6.2?»g; Jervis Bay, li.S.'tf. 6.3; Snowy
Mountains k,k at T3» 5«5 at Hurray 1, and 11 at the Eucuabene-Jindabyne
Tunnel; Modbury, South Australia, 8.6 to 12; Savage Bi»er Tas. 1.8 to 3.5;
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Perth, W.A. 1.8& g. All these are by Cornells' method. The geographic
spread is not so much as the spread given by varying th-5 assumptions.
The Tasaianian data has been processed by a Milne and Uavenpovt program
ond Australia wide data is bairg done. I have contoured Taemanian risk
at 10 year return period, thus not facing the extrapolation problem and
the mapo resemble seisnicity saps rather closely.
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PYHAHIC RESPONSE OF BLACK MOUNTAIH TOWER 'JO ESTO&TED GH03HD MOT1OES

C.T. Bubb

Australian Department of Works
Melbourne

Existing or planned structures nay be verified for their degree
of resistance to ground motions* Whore anticipated ground motions are not
severe the structural response may be largely within the clastic range»
Subject to several major provisions a relatively simple dynamic elastic
analysis for a suite of ground notions may be sufficient to establish
safety without additional structural cost.

The method may still be of practical use when data is insufficient
for statistical prediction.

The choice and scaling of accelerograms to reflect anticipated
ground motions and resulting selection of degree of structural damping is
discussed in the paper.



SEISMIC CO.N.C..TD>JRATIONS APFHCTIKG THiJ SAFETY OF NUCLEAR PXAHT

D.J. Higson

Australian Atomic Energy Commission

The safety of nuclear power stations is ensured primarily by
the inherently stable characteristics of the reactors which are used
and the very high standards r.hich have been adopted for the design and
construction of the plant. The reactor core is made up from ceramic
oxide fuel which is capable of withstanding without serious damage.

Additional safety features are engineered into the designs
to provide further lines of defence in case of accidents:

(i) Auxiliary systems would prevent any unsafe conditions
from developing in consequence of a fault in the process
plant• These devices include automatic shut-down and
emergency core cooling systems, and guaranteed power,
supplies to essential services.

(ii) A leak-tight containment building completely encloses
the reactor and would prevent the spread of any ratic-
active contamination which might be released from the
reactor core in an hypothetical accident.

j.
The importance of an earthquake in this context is that it [

is potentially a coismon cause of damage to all three lines of defence [
eiraaltaneously: the process plant, the protective systems, and the |
containment. i;rio corresponding design requirements for components t
and structures depend upon their relative importance to public safety. \

• For the unlikely event (in Eastern Australia) of a severe earthquake it [.
might be economical tc accept the possibility of damage to the station t
but thir. damage aust not lead to an uncontrolled release of radioactivity, \
i.e. at least one line of defence should remain effective. . f

For construction of nuclear power plant on a given site, an |
estimate of the livelihood of severe seismic effects at that site is j.
therefore required in order to specify the design basis earthquake. i
The most useful form of information is the relationship between earthquake if
intensities and frequencies. " ;
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A BRIEF REVIEW OF SCKK USTKODS FOK INCLUDING LOCAL GEOLOGY

IM SEISMIC I M E K S m PREDICTIONS

I.A. MUKME

Australian Atomic Energy Coimission
Research Establishment

This paper briefly summarises some procedures currently used to
allow for soil amplification effects when evaluating the seismic threat
to proposed nucle'j: facilities.

Although it has been known for many years that earthquakes induce
stronger vibrations in soils and soft rocks than in firm rocks, and car.
even cause liquefaction under come circumstances, ground notion predictions
have frequently ignored pits sensitive factors such as local geology and the
physical characteristics of the subsurface materials, and have considered
only magnitude, epicentral distance, and focal depth of potential earthqu^cos.
For the siting of critical etructuresi such as nuclear facilities, however,
it is desirable to minimise such uncertainties and several methods of
allowing for site factors have been proposed.

Two such methods that were examined during consideration of the
Jervis Bay Nuclear Power Plant proposal are described.
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SEISMIC EFFECTS ON MUCLEftR POWER PLANTS

A.L. Borea and J.L. Meek

Queensland University

This paper oete out to di.6cues the problems related to the design
of the nuclear power plant structure for transient loads that may b*
experienced from ground notions. It recognizes that ground notion may bo
experienced from several sources such as nearby explosion, forced vibration,
from machinery or from an earthquake.

In the first instance of an explosion, there is a need to study
the basic wave propagation problem and to obtain expressions for ground
motion and acceleration at a distance from the disturbing force. In this
the importance of foundation material is stressed. The natural phenomena
cf the earthquake is also considered. Features associated with attempts
to define a cuitable basic earthquake - its magnitude, its probability of
occurrence, etc. are discussed. .

Speculation is made as to the probability of earthquakes in
Australia, The end product of all such investigation is the etuuy of the
power plant structures themselves, under the influence of the dyaasic
forces. This may be undertaken on the crude basis of spectral analysis or
by more refined finite element models using a specified earthquake as
input. Here emphasis is placed on necessity to include the interaction
between foundation end structure as veil as accurate modelling of the
structure itself*
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THE KFFECTS OF LAKG3 DAMS OS EARTHQUAKE RISK

K.J. Kuirhead

Australian National University

In the last decade a number of instances of local earthquake
activity has been attributed to the filling of reservoirs. In soae
cases the magnitude of these events has reached eagnifcude 6 and these
have caused considerable damage.

Why a reservoir should induce seiemic activity is still largely
unknown. It is believed however, that it is due to crustal loading or
an increase in pore pressure (or both) triggering the release of stored
tectonic stresses.

In Australia induced activity can only be attributed to one
reservoir, Talbingo, where a large number of small events occurred after
filling commenced. Earthquakes near other reservoirs cannot be positively
attributed because of the lack of seismic observations prior to impounding.


